


 

CASTING NOTICE

SYMPHONIE 
FANTASTIQUE

Little Eggs Collective
(e) littleeggscollective@gmail.com

(m)0414768280
(w) littleeggscollective.com 

DIRECTOR: Mathew Lee & Oliver Shermacher
PRODUCER: Rebecca Blake
VENUE: PACT Centre for Emerging Artists
PERFORMANCE DATES: 14th-19th September
PERFORMANCE TIMES: 6.30pm & 8.30pm
REHEARSAL DATES: TBA
PAYMENT: Profit-Share Split
AUDITIONS: Round 1 Self Tape submissions due 20th July 

PLEASE SEND ALL SUBMISSIONS TO: (e) littleeggscollective@gmail.com
 

"An early contender for a best independent theatre award for 2021, Little Eggs Collective's inventive,
brilliantly staged and sharply drilled ensemble piece is a must-see"
AUDREY JOURNAL

About the production:

"SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE realised a highly diverting piece of theatre...Discerning theatre-goers can
expect only better and better from this company, which already have a track record of brilliant theatre-
making."
THE MUSIC WITH SYLVIE
Symphonie Fantastique is a romantic epic, a monolithic work, a dark and perfumed symphony that
revels in fascination, obsession, the dizzying highs and self-destructive lows of a pained artist and their
drug induced hallucinations. Contemporised into a fifty-minute live work for the stage, Little Eggs has
taken this French Symphony from the 1800s and - through live music and movement - present a queer
theatre work exploring party-culture, psychedelia, and violence. Composed and devised by the
company. Adult themes; Sexual references; Violence and sexual violence; Drug references. Also 
strobing lights; hazing; total blackouts

"It's a beautiful, gestural and exploratory work that resists easy visuals and simplified gestures."
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

About the Little Eggs Collective:
The Little Eggs Collective represents a unique contribution to Australian contemporary theatre in
working across artistic mediums such as live music, movement, and spoken word to deliver highly
collaborative, accessible, timely, and compelling performances. “Artistically and intellectually rigorous,
expressively expansive and technically perfect” (Sydney Arts Guide, 2018), our company has grown to
specialise in embracing familiar narratives to discuss global social phenomena such as fascism
(PINOCCHIO, 2018) and climate change (The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, “a mighty immersion in great
works. ★★★★★” ArtsHub, 2019). Through intensive research and extensive devising, we offer
audiences worlds both surreal and familiar with tight performances that are “completely satisfying”
(Audrey Journal, 2019).
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http://littleeggscollective.com/
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https://www.cutcommonmag.com/live-review-little-eggs-collective-hatches-pinocchio/


About the Roles:

We are looking for a musically adept performer who is comfortable singing bass/baritone.
The ideal performer is someone excited by movement, solo singing, vocal harmonies and has a flair
for comedy. Most of all, someone who is a kind and generous creative collaborator.
We strongly encourage performers with instrumental ability to apply (please demonstrate in your
tape).
We also encourage performers from the LGBTQIA+ community. First Nations actors and actors from
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse backgrounds are also strongly encouraged to apply. 
This performer will join our established production of Symphonie Fantastique, taking on one of the
roles already devised by our ensemble and building on this to make it their own. 

We are looking for a musically adept performer who is comfortable singing Soprano.
The ideal performer is someone excited by movement, solo singing, vocal harmonies and has a
strong emotional storytelling ability. Most of all, someone who is a kind and generous creative
collaborator.
We also encourage performers from the LGBTQIA+ community. First Nations actors and actors from
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse backgrounds are also strongly encouraged to apply. 
This performer will join our established production of Symphonie Fantastique, taking on one of the
roles already devised by our ensemble and building on this to make it their own. 

A song of choice that demonstrates your range and storytelling ability - 1 min/16 bars
If you play an instrument, please play 1min/16 bars of this in your tape
Send your CV, headshot and your self-tape with the subject line: 

Symphonie Audition - ROLE A  - Your Name to email littleggscollective@gmail.com
We are happy to receive private Vimeo/Youtube, WeTransfer files etc. Please create your tape as
one continuous video. 

A song of choice that demonstrates your range and storytelling ability - 1 min/16 bars
Send your CV, headshot and your self-tape with the subject line: 

Symphonie Audition - ROLE B -  Your Name to email littleggscollective@gmail.com
We are happy to receive private Vimeo/Youtube, WeTransfer files etc. Please create your tape as
one continuous video. 

ROLE A

ROLE B

Submissions:

Please send a self-tape for ROLE A including the following:

Please send a self-tape for ROLE B including the following:

If you have any questions/concerns please email littleeggscollective@gmail.com and we would be
happy to help you out as best we can! 
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